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Abstract

One remarkable feature of vehicular ad hoc networks is an opportunistic message relaying by means
of store-carry-forward manner which requires the cooperation of vehicles on the networks. However,
we cannot be sure that all vehicles willingly contribute their computing resources to the networks
for message forwarding with no rewards for their efforts. In addition, unfortunately, there may exist
some selfish and greedy node which may not help others but tend to take their own gain. To resolve
this challenge, incentive schemes are generally considered as the most promising solution. In this
paper, we present an incentive scheme for cooperative vehicular network services by integrating with
the Bitcoin system. Bitcoin is the first worldwide cryptocurrency and digital payment system whose
implementation relies on cryptographic techniques, which makes it possible to develop a practical
credit-based incentive scheme on the vehicular networks at a low cost.
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1 Introduction

Due to the advances of smart vehicles incorporating with wireless communication technologies, vehic-
ular communications have been an active research area over the last decade. Vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANETs) based on vehicular communications can provide a variety of applications including traffic
optimization and location-based infotainment services, etc. Another attractive vehicular network archi-
tecture is vehicular delay tolerant networks (VDTNs) in which vehicles collaborate to offer a message
relaying service by utilizing store-carry-forward paradigm [11][2]. For example, as shown in Figure
1, some information collected at a source location (S) can be stored, carried, and then forwarded to a
destination location (D) by a vehicle passing through the roads.

Figure 1: An example of store-carry-forwarding scenario in VANETs

However, because VANETs and VDTNs are autonomous and self-organized networks among vehi-
cles, we cannot always expect that all vehicles voluntarily contribute their computing resources to the
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network. Moreover, some selfish vehicles would not help message relaying service for others while
they enjoy the services provided by the network. One solution to this challenge is to provide incentives
to stimulate vehicles to voluntarily participate in the networks by rewarding for their contribution with
an actual money or credit. For example, when a sender asks a vehicle for help, the sender gives some
incentive to the vehicle so that the vehicle is willing to store, carry and forward sender’s message to a
destination.

Although an incentive looks like an attractive approach to selfish behavior, another concern is how
the sender can assure whether the message is actually delivered to the destination or not [4][6]. If a sender
first gives credits to a vehicle, a malicious vehicle will not faithfully forward the message to a destination
after receiving the credit. The sender may be concerned about malicious behavior of a vehicle so-called
dine and dash. Therefore, it is an important challenge how to resolve such fairness issue in an incentive
system on autonomous vehicular networks.

Incentive schemes for cooperative vehicular network environments can be categorized into reputation-
based scheme and credit-based scheme. In reputation-based schemes, network nodes evaluates trust
relationship with each other and vote on neighboring node’s activity of message forwarding so that unco-
operative nodes of bad reputation are excluded from the networks [5][1]. Credit-based schemes employ
some form of virtual currency for regulating message forwarding among different nodes and rewarding
nodes for their helps [7][12][10]. However, those schemes additionally require an application-dependent
reputation management system or coin management system on VANETs. Furthermore, the existing in-
centive schemes entirely rely on a central trusted third party to keep track of issued coins in the system.

In this paper, we present a credit-based incentive scheme integrating with the Bitcoin system on
cooperative vehicular network services. Bitcoin is the most famous and practical cryptocurrency, whose
implementation relies on cryptographic techniques, and distributed electronic payment system in which
no trusted third party is required. By enjoying the advantageous technology of the Bitcoin supporting the
basis of digital cash ecosystem, we can design a credit-based incentive scheme for VANETs at a low cost.
As compared to the existing credit-based scheme, we do not need to be concerned about the reliability of
coin rewards in VANETs. Instead, reliable coin exchange transactions are shifted to the Bitcoin system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first shortly introduce the technical concept of the
Bitcoin in Section 2, and present a Bitcoin-based incentive protocol on VANETs in Section 3. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section 4.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly give a general overview of the Bitcoin on which our proposed coin-based
incentive scheme is built.

2.1 Bitcoin System

Bitcoin is the first cryptocurrency which is a new form of a decentralized electronic cash system intro-
duced by Satoshi Nakamoto [9]. Unlike traditional currency systems relying on a central authority such
as a bank, Bitcoin is based on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network and distributed consensus protocol without a
trusted third party. In Bitcoin system, each user has one or multiple private and public key pairs, and
the address to uniquely identify a user is represented by a cryptographic hash of a public key for the
respective user. The address is associated with user’s account (called wallet) and the private key is used
to sign transactions for spending coins.

Bitcoin payments are processed by generating transactions which transfer the values of coins from
one user’s account to another. Transactions are composed by senders and distributed to the Bitcoin P2P
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network, then the validity of the transactions are verified by Bitcoin network nodes called miners. After
validating the transactions pended for a given time period, miners collect the transactions into a single
unit called block. The new block accepted by the majority of miners according to a consensus protocol
is then be added to the Bitcoin public ledger called blockchain.

2.2 Transaction

Bitocin transaction is the record implying that transfers the value of coins from a sender to a recipient.
A transaction (TX) has a unique identifier and consists of a set of inputs and outputs which are key
components of the transaction. Each input specifies unspent coins, belonging to a particular user, of the
previous transaction identified by its hash code. Each output represents the amount transferred to the
specified address of a recipient. To authorize spending the coins in the transaction input, the user should
present his/her signature for the transaction and corresponding public key. Bitcoin uses ECDSA as a
digital signature scheme.

The concept of processing Bitcoin transactions, which spends outputs of previous transactions, is to
manage transaction chain which transfers coin ownership from address to address [8]. Therefore, sending
some Bitcoin is creating an unspent transaction output (UTXO) locked to a specific owner, and a new
transaction consumes one or more UTXOs as transaction inputs.

2.3 Script

Each UTXO has to be bound to a specific user eligible for spending the coins in it. Bitcoin system
introduces a scripting language to describe the essential conditions (encumbrances) to claim the coins.
That is, each transaction output can contains a locking script which defines the conditions that must be
met to spend the coins associated with the UTXO.

One interesting transaction to us is Multisig transaction which requires multiple signatures to unlock
the encumbrance. Multisig transaction outputs are usually denoted as M-of-N, where N is the total num-
ber of public keys and M is the minimum number of signatures required for redeeming the transaction
output. For example, 2-of-3 Multisig transaction of the following script

2 <PubKey A> <PubKey B> <PubKey C> 3 OP CHECKMULTISIG

can be redeemable by including any combination of two signatures of the private keys corresponding to
the three listed public keys as like:

OP 0 <Signature A> <Signature C>, or

OP 0 <Signature B> <Signature C>

2.4 Blockchain

Blockchain is a linked-list type data structure which maintains entire transaction history in terms of
blocks. When a transaction is generated and distributed to the Bitcoin network, some node called miner
in the network collects and verifies the pending transactions for a given time period to form a new block.
Each block header contains the hash value pointing to the previous block and root of Merkle hash tree
constructed from the transactions specified in the block. Once a block grouping some transactions is
added to the blockchain, it means that a majority of miners verified the legitimacy of the transactions and
validated the block through a probabilistic distributed consensus protocol with a Proof-of-Work (PoW)
implemented by a complex cryptographic puzzle. By making use of the PoW-based consensus protocol,
Bitcoin system makes it hard to abnormally manipulate blockchain for preventing a malicious behavior
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such as double spending. Therefore, the Bitcoin blockchain can be viewed as a distributed immutable
ledger.

3 Proposed System

In this section, we describe the vehicular network architecture for store-carry-forward communication
service and design a Bitcoin-based incentive scheme for the service.

3.1 Architecture

VDTNs can be characterized by store-carry-forward communications with the help of moving vehicles
to transfer messages from one source location to another destination location. We consider the Bitcoin-
based incentive system architecture as shown in Figure 2. Each vehicle is equipped with onboard units
(OBUs) embedding 802.11p wireless link for vehicular communications [3]. A roadside unit coupled
with its local server is appropriately deployed at a certain location such as a main intersection along the
roads. For simplicity, we call the roadside unit together with local server as roadside server. Each road-
side server is stationary which possesses sufficient storage capacity and wireless link to send messages
to the passing vehicles so that the vehicles store-carry-forward the message to other roadside servers on
the roads.

In addition, the owners/users of both roadside servers and vehicles have their Bitcoin accounts to
give and receive Bitcoin as the incentives. When a source roadside server asks for a vehicle to transfer
a message bundle to another roadside server, the source roadside server entrusts the message bundle
together with a Bitcoin transaction to give coins to the vehicle. The source server’s Bitcoin transaction is
locked under the condition that the coins can be spent to the vehicle which forwards the message bundle
to the destination roadside server. Therefore, if the vehicle faithfully transfers the message bundle, the
Bitcoin transaction for the vehicle is registered to the Bitcoin network by the destination roadside server.

Figure 2: System architecture for Bitcoin-based incentives on VANETs.

In this paper, we concentrate on how to use Bitcoin system to offer vehicles incentives for their
cooperation, and take the following security goals into account to design a credit-based incentive scheme
on VANETs.

• Preventing dine and dash: Actual incentives are rewarded to the forwarding vehicles if and only
if the vehicle completes to transfer a message bundle to the destination server, which is fair to the
source server.
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• Anonymity of vehicles: The identity of the vehicle participating in store-carry-forwarding should
not be revealed to the roadside servers.

3.2 Bitcoin-based Incentive Scheme

For providing Bitcoin based incentive, we assume that each roadside server Si and each vehicle vi par-
ticipated in VANET have Bitcoin account. That is, Si and vi have their Bitcoin private and public key
pair (bskSi , bpkSi) and (bskvi , bpkvi), respectively. In the Bitcoin system, the address of a user account is
generated from the public key by using cryptographic hash function as addr = H(bpk). In addition, each
user downloads and stores the last updated Bitcoin blockchain data to his/her vehicle before joining the
VANET, which will be used to check the balance of Bitcoin transactions. Table 1 describes the notations
used in the proposed scheme.

Table 1: Notations and descriptions.
notation description
(bsk, bpk) private and public key pair for Bitcoin
addri Bitcoin address of user i derived from bpki

T X Bitcoin transaction
T X .in set of inputs of the transaction T X
T X .out set of outputs of the transaction T X
H() cryptographic hash function
Sig(sk,M) signature for a message M under a private key sk
ts timestamp

Suppose that a source roadside server Ss wants to send a message bundle M to a destination roadside
server Sd by means of store-carry-forward with the help of a vehicle vi.

1. A source roadside server Ss broadcasts a request message including the identity of the destination
server Sd and the location information locd to ask for a volunteer vehicle.

2. A vehicle vi, which will pass by Sd’s location and be willing to help message forwarding, responds
to Ss by giving its Bitcoin public key bpkvi and address addrvi .

3. The source server Ss checks the consistency of addrvi

?
=H(bpkvi) and composes a message msg1 :=

{M||ts||Sig(bskSs ,M||ts),bpkSs ,addrSs ,T X}, where T X := {id, inSs ,outvi} is a Bitcoin transaction
to give incentive to vi as a rewarding. T X .inSs specifies unspent coins retrieved from Ss’s UTXO
pool bound to the addrSs and T X .inSs also includes Ss’s signature to authorize spending the coins.
In T X .outvi , the amount of coins to be transferred to vi’s address addrvi as incentives is recorded
and this is locked by the Multisig script formed of

2 < bpkvi > < bpkSd > 2 OP CHECKMULTISIG.

4. Upon receiving msg1, vi checks the consistency of addrSs

?
= H(bpkSs), the balance of addrSs by

looking up the input transactions specified in T X .inSs over Bitcoin blockchain, and verifies Ss’s
signature under bpkSs . If it holds, vi stores and carries the message bundle M to the destination
location of Sd .
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5. If vi is an honest volunteer vehicle, vi will faithfully store, carry, and forward the message bundle.
Hence, when vi arrives at the destination location and recognizes Sd , vi forwards the message
msg2 := {M||ts||Sig(bskSs ,M||ts),bpkSs ,T X} to Sd .

6. Sd parses the msg2 then first verifies the signature of M||ts||Sig(bskvi ,M||ts) and the validity of the
transaction T X . If it holds, Sd takes the message bundle M and distributes the transaction T X to
the Bitcoin network. In addition, Sd generates a new partial transaction T X ′ including the input
T X ′.invi linked to T X .outvi and gives it to vi. T X ′.invi contains Sd’s signature to unlock 2-of-2
Multisig script of the following, which is needed for vi to spend the coins specified in the previous
transaction T X .outvi .

OP 0 < SignatureSd >

If the step 6 is correctly processed, the transaction T X distributed by Sd will be validated by the
Bitcoin network and successfully appended to the blockchain. At this moment, T X is registered to
UTXO pool of Bitcoin system while T X .outvi is locked by Ss with 2-of-2 Multisig script. vi can spend
the coins recorded in T X .outvi by completing T X ′.invi with adding vi’s signature as the form of

OP 0 < SignatureSd > < Signaturevi >.

T X ′.invi is linked to T X .outvi (i.e., T X .outvi → T X ′.invi), so that the two scripts together would form the
combined validation script as the following

OP 0 < SignatureSd > < Signaturevi > 2 < bpkvi > < bpkSd > 2 OP CHECKMULTISIG.

When vi redeems T X ′ for another coin spending transaction, Bitcoin network checks if the combined
script has valid signatures from the private keys corresponding to the stated public keys.

3.3 Discussion

When we design an incentive scheme based on virtual currency on an opportunistic network environment,
one of the important issues is fairness to the source node. As presented so far, our incentive scheme is
designed by making use of Bitcoin system which is a cryptographically secure and practical decentralized
virtual currency system.

In the proposed scheme, providing incentives to a vehicle contributed to message forwarding is pro-
cessed by the Bitcoin transaction T X which conceptually transfers coins from the source server Ss’s
account (T X .inSs) to the relaying vehicle vi’s account (T X .outvi). Since such T X is locked by 2-of-2
Multisig script when Ss gives it to vi as requesting message relaying, the values specified in T X .outvi

are ineffective to vi until the destination server Sd confirms the message receiving by giving its signature
consisting of 2-of-2 Multisig. vi cannot but complete message forwarding to Sd in order to redeem the
coins, therefore, the source server Ss does not need to worry about dine and dash of vi.

Another security aspect is anonymity of vehicles which voluntarily take part in message store-carry-
forwarding. The only thing required to the volunteer vehicles is their valid Bitcoin address to receive
incentives, and the address is a hash value resulting from Bitcoin public key to uniquely identify the user.
The hashed address of public key can be viewed as a pseudonymous identity for the Bitcoin user, and
this address is sufficient for roadside servers to identify the vehicle. Moreover, the user of a vehicle can
possess multiple public keys and addresses in the Bitcoin system, which can improve the anonymity level
for the vehicle by using a different address whenever the vehicle is asked to help the message relaying.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an incentive scheme incorporating with Bitcoin on VANETs to stimulate ve-
hicles positively cooperating with other nodes and to reward their efforts. Based on the security features
of the Bitcoin system, the incentives for volunteer vehicles are rewarded by means of Bitcoins which can
be worldwidely used as real cash, and the fairness to a message sender is guaranteed by using Multisig
transaction so that a message relaying vehicle can receive the incentives only if the vehicle complete
the message relaying to a destination. Especially, the incentive scheme can be developed at a low cost
because we do not need to implement our own virtual currency system on VANETs.
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